
Service Tax -  Returns Module 



Introduction – Service Tax Returns 

Filing of ST- 3 Returns by assessee & subsequent 
processing of returns by departmental officers, are handled 
through a centralized computing environment, ACES.    

 Any Registered ST Assessee can access the facility to file 
returns. 

The form ST3 return in ACES is the replica of form ST3 as 
prescribed. 

There are facilities and features like drop down list of 
values, add row, check box, YES/NO options, auto save, 
mandatory fields etc., available in ACES which enable the 
assessees fill and file the returns at ease. 

 

 



Two Methods Of Filing ST3 

Online filing of returns includes 
indicative screens with arithmetic 
computational and other validations 
performed by the system. 

Filling of returns with the help of 
offline utility and uploading. 



Introduction – Service Tax Returns 

The Assessee can fill the return in Form ST-3 and 
submit/file the same to the system. 

 Assessee can fill the Return and with the help of 
AUTO SAVE feature, the incomplete return gets 
automatically saved when the connectivity is lost or 
the system is turned off or shut down. This Auto 
Save feature would avoid loss of data already entered 
and facilitate the assessee to add further data in the 
return before submitting.  

 



Who,How & When to file ST-3 Return? 

A registered Assessee can access the system with their user ID 
and password.  

The assessee is allowed to file only one return for any half year 
/ Quarterly period, as prescribed - whether it is a single 
premise or centralised one. 

 In Centralised registration, though the system displays the 
addresses / Premises codes of all the branches, it allows the 
assessee to file only a single return for all their branches 
together.  

Efiling/Electronic filing of ST3 returns has been made 
mandatory for all ST assessees wef 01.10.2011. 

No manual returns could be entertained, filed or accepted. 
NIL return filing option is not available for ST assessees in 

ACES. They may enter the value and tax as zero and file the 
return. 

 
 



WHEN TO FILE ST 3  
 
 
Returns are filed once in six months – for the half-year 

starting from the 1st of April - 30th of September, the 
returns are to be filed by the 25th of October.  

And for the half-year starting from the 1st of October - 
31st of March returns are to be filed by the 25th of 
April. 

Due date for filing return for the period April –Sept, 
2011 was extended upto 20.01.2012 

Return filing has been made Quarterly for the period 
April-June, 2012 and the due date for the same is 
25.11.2012.  
 
 

 



How to fill ST-3 Return: 
The navigation path for the ST-3 form is:  

Logged in as Assessee  RET Fill ST3 Fill 
 



 
 
 
 
List of Registered Premises – Premises Code and the Address of 
Premises registered with the Assessee are automatically populated 
by the system. Following is displayed in the case of Single premise 
registration. 

 



How to fill ST-3 Return? 
List of Registered Premises – Premises Code and the Address of 

Premises auto populated in the case of Centralised Registration, 
with a hyperlink on the premises codes. 



Centralised Registration 
System displays addresses and premises codes of all the 

branches provided with the hyperlink.  

However, the system allows the assessee to file only one 
return for any given half year/ quarterly period. 

The assessee has to select any one of the premises listed 
therein, to access form ST 3. 

 Irrespective of whichever Premises/address is selected, 
the address for which centralised registration (Billing 
and Accounting) is obtained, is displayed on the ST 3 
screen for filling up details. 

 



How to fill ST-3 Return? 
On Clicking the hyperlink on the Premises Code, Form ST-3 for 

the billing and accounting premise is displayed with the 
Taxable Services for which Return should be filled. 



Auto Population Of Basic Details 

 In the online mode of ST3 return screen, the details of RC No., 
Name & address of the assessee, CDR and the services Provided / 
Received are autopopulated as per the details available in the 
Registration data. 

 The Financial year and the Period of Returns fields have to be 
selected from the dropdown list of  values. 

 The assessee can add or delete any service from the list of taxable 
services displayed, with the help of ADD or DELETE button. 

 If the assessee wants to pay tax for the new services which have 
not been declared in ST1, he can do so in Form ST 3 at the time of 
filing the return and can amend his ST 1 subsequently.  

 



In the second page of Form ST 3, the sub-clause number of the service is 

autopopulated. This Payable screen repeats for every service individually. In 

this page, the assessee has to select the check box for which the return is filed 

whether Provider / Receiver.  



 

 

If the assessee wants to select any notification for availment of exemption or 

abatement, he has to first select YES under column no. C1 and then select the 

relevant Notification No. from the dropdown list. 

 



Notification Dropdown 

 This dropdown list contains notifications of both  Exemption and 
Abatement. 

 The Payable sheets of the ST3 return are displayed service wise. 

 The notification list displays only those notifications which are 
relevant to the service for which details are filled up. 

 The assessee may select the notification applicable to them or 
availed by them. 

 If Notification No. 01/2006-S.T. is selected for availing abatement, 
then the relevant Sl no. of the notification will have to be selected 
from the dropdown lists in Column no. D 



Column for selecting the Sl no. of Notfn No. 1/2006 for availing 

abatement. 



Value of Taxable service/ service tax payable. 

Payable  Sheet 



Provision for entering multiple 

Rates of Tax / Cess 

 Service Tax rate / Cess ADV rates can be entered with the value 
applicable, with ADD ROW facility. 

  The rate can be entered upto three digit numbers  with three decimal 
places in each row. 

 The rates entered are validated with the rate masters maintained and 
updated.  

 If any rate entered does not match with the rates available in the Rate 
Masters, the system throws up error message. 

 Based on the rates and values entered in their respective fields, the tax 
/ cess payable is calculated and populated by the system. 

 If the system calculated amount of tax / cess payable is modified by the 
assessee, error message will be thrown. 

 

 



Actual amount of Tax paid – short paid 



Error message displayed 



Validations  
 The amount of aggregate tax payable calculated for all the 

services together is validated with the amount of tax shown as 
paid in the Paid section. 

 The amount of  tax paid is shown in the Paid section with the 
split up of cash payment and CENVAT utilisation. The system 
validates the CENVAT utilisation entered in the Paid section 
with that of utilisation entered in CENVAT section. 

 Similar validation is available for the amounts of cess paid also. 

 There is a separate field for entering the other amounts paid like 
arrears, penalty and interest.  

 

 



Challan Details 
Details of Challan vide Payment made in cash against respective months is added here. 



Challan Details Block 

The assessees can enter the challan details in this section 
where one row is provided for each payment period. 

If they need to enter more than one CIN for the same 
payment period, it can be entered separating each CIN by 
a comma. 

The challan numbers entered by the users are validated 
for the format of CIN and matched with the RC number 
of the assessee. 

If they do not match, the system throws up error message 
after  validating with the NSDL data available in ACES 
and updated everyday. 



CENVAT DETAILS 



CENVAT section 

The amount of CENVAT credit taken/utilised are entered 
in this section and the arithmetic accuracy of the same are 
ensured by the system. 

If the negative values are arrived as CB, it becomes a show 
stopper and the assessee will not be able to proceed unless 
the same is rectified. 

The amount of credit utilisation shown in the Paid section 
is validated with that of CENVAT section.  

)f any amount of arrears is shown as paid under other 
amounts paid  section by way of CENVAT utilisation, a 
corresponding debit for the same should be shown in the 
CENVAT section, which is also checked by the system.  





EDU cess and SHE cess 

utilisation in CENVAT section  
As available in the prescribed format, the 

amount of CENVAT credit taken and 
utilised, in respect of EDU Cess and SHE 
cess, are clubbed together in CENVAT 
section. The validation is given accordingly. 
 



ISD section 



Other Details - Online 
 



Other Details - Offline 
 



Other Details  

 Self assessment memorandum has to be checked. 

 Name, place and dates are mandatory fields, which have to be filled up. 

 The date of filing return is taken as  

1. Date of submission in the online filing  

2. Date of uploading in the offline mode, provided the return is accepted 
and the status is displayed as filed. 

 If the return is rejected, it is the date of uploading next time which is 
taken as the date of filing. 

 On completion of filling up the return, in the last screen when the 
preview button is clicked the confirmation screen is displayed where 
there is submit button for submitting the return online. 

 The returns submitted online always get filed and never rejected as the 
validations are performed in full in the online version. 

 



Offline Utility 
 Offline excel utility has to be downloaded from  

1. Downloads section of ACES home page. 

2. From the assessee login , under RET module -> e-filing -> 
download . 

 After filling up the details in the offline utility, the return can be 
uploaded from the assessee login in the navigational path RET 
module -> e-filing -> upload. 

 While filling up the excel utility, the users will have to ensure  

 1. That the Macros are enabled before they start filling up the excel 
sheet. 

 2. Every sheet has to be validated before moving to the next sheet. 

 3. They should enter the correct Premises Code and the 
Constitution, as available in the Registration details, to avoid 
rejection of the return. 

 



Offline Utility (contd) 
 4. When the sheet is validated, the system will throw error 

messages if any incorrect entry is made. The same should be 
corrected, to proceed. 

 After completion of filling up the data, in the last screen when 
the button validate and submit  is clicked, an XML is generated.  

 The status of the uploaded return can be ascertained from RET 
module -> e-filing-> view XML status . 

 The returns uploaded are validated and either accepted (filed) or 
rejected, the status being known within one business day.  

 If the return uploaded is rejected the reason for rejection can be 
ascertained if the status is checked. 

 



ACCEPTANCE OF ST 3 BY THE SYSTEM 

While filling up the ST 3 return on line, wherever 
there are validations, the system throws up error 
message if there is error. However, it still allows the 
assessee to file  the return.  

When the return is submitted, it generates and 
displays an acknowledgement, with a number in a 
specific format : reg. no_ prem. Code. 
no_ST3_period of return. For example 
:TEMPA0008XSD001_SF0101A001_042008.   



How to file ST-3 Return ? 

In case the Assessee is Service Provider as well as  
Service Distributor, the screens shown earlier will 
be the same while filling ST-3 Return.  

In case the Assessee is only Input Service 
Distributor, after the first screen, system displays  
the Input Service Distributor Screen and follows 
the remaining sequence. 

In case Assessee is a Service Provider, then  Input 
Service Distributor section will not be a part of ST-
3 Return in the online version. 



REVISE ST 3 

The option Revise ST 3  is for making 
changes in the ST 3 already filed in 
ACES, but this is available only after the 
return is submitted. As per statutory 
requirement, in ACES also the revised 
ST 3 can be filed within 90 days from 
the date of filing of the original  ST3.  



View Original ST3/View ST3 
 These options are available under returns module for both the assessees as 

well as departmental officers. 

 This screen displays the details like return number , date of filing and status. 

 Whenever any error message is thrown by the system on validation, such 
returns are marked for review. 

 Such marked for review MFR  returns are available for scrutiny after the 
revised return is filed or after completion of 90 days . 

 The data on returns filed by the assessees for 6 return cycles for the financial 
years 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12 upto march 2012, received from EDW, have 
been communicated to the respective commisionerates with the list of 
assessees for necessary action . 

 A full fledged R&C process similar to what is available in Central Excise, 

    is under progress . 

 

 

 



SCRUTINY OF ST 3 RETURNS 

Navigational Path. 



SCRUTINY OF ST 3 BY SP 



 

Back end Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Approval of R & C by AC/DC 
 




